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CASE STUDY 2 - REALITY TV
Origins and Contexts 
Generic Hybridity and Formats

Reality TV

•now a dominant genre in primetime 
programming



defining
Reality TV

‘a catch-all category that includes a 
wide range of entertainment 
programmes about real people ... 
reality TV is located in border 
territories, between information and 
entertainment, documentary and 
drama’

-A. Hill, 2005, Reality TV

‘What ties together all the various 
formats of the reality TV genre is 
their professed abilities to more fully 
provide viewers an unmediated, 
voyeuristic, yet often playful look 
into what might be called the 
“entertaining real”. This fixation with 
“authentic” personalities, situations, 
and narratives is considered to be 
reality TV’s primary distinction from 
fictional television and also its 
primary selling point’

-Ouelette & Murray, 2004, ʻIntroductionʼ 
to Reality TV: Remaking Television 
Culture

defining
Reality TV



Reality TV
& the self

What kind of model of selfhood is validated by 
shows like Big Brother?

Time and time again, however much the 
winners [of UK Big Brother] may have varied, 
there was a pull towards validating those who 
(appear to) have been ‘true’ to themselves ...  
In this respect the very premise of Reality TV, 
where “ordinary people are valued and 
scrutinised for playing themselves, pushes for a 
coincidence between “public” and “private” 
personae. 

S. Holmes, 2011, ‘Big Brother RIP: Introduction’, 
Celebrity Studies, 2:2, p.215-216

what appeals 
for audiences?

•spontaneous & ‘unscripted’ - 
the essence of ‘liveness’
•impression of authenticity
•ordinary people vs celebrities
•local culture vs foreign 
exoticism
•voyeurism vs performance
•participation/interactivity



range of 
sub-genres/

formats

Reality TV as a category can cover:

-infotainment formats
-surveillance reality formats
-fly-on-the-wall docu-soap formats
-lifestyle formats
-reality game formats
-reality life experiment formats
-reality talent formats
-celebrity reality formats
-reality clipshow formats

etc

historical 
development

Three phases?

•the action/incident program
•docusoap format
•combination of first two phases 
with ‘games frames’

-J. Corner 2005, ʻAfterword: Framing the 
Newʼ in Holmes & Jermyn (eds), 
Understanding Reality Television



explaining 
genre

Contextualise within:

• textual/aesthetic traditions and 
innovations

• industrial/economic shifts
• technological changes

•Candid Camera (1948) 
•influence of documentary forms: 
observational, fly-on-the-wall; 
cinema verite or direct cinema -
Michael Apted’s Seven Up! (1964-) 
series
•Cops (1989)
• early Australian reality TV: 

Sylvania Waters (1992)

precursors



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uA0DHzoPpY&feature=related

Candid Camera example

•began on radio as Candid 
Microphone in 1947
•created and produced by Allen 
Funt
•TV show spanned 1948-2004 (not 
continuous though) - at its peak 
ratings-wise in the US in the1960s
•broader context - Clissold argues 
that its popularity might be 
understood in terms of how (initially, 
at least) it assuaged simulation 
anxiety and Cold War surveillance 
anxiety.
   

‘Smile! You’re on 
Candid Camera’

see Bradley Clissold, 2004, ʻCandid Camera and the origins of 
Reality TVʼ in Understanding Reality TV, ed. S. Holmes.



Extract from 49 Up (2005)

“Lives in time” are what 49 Up essentially 
documents, increasingly underpinning the entire 
venture with a strong, implicit sense of what a 
“life-time” is ...

Although the program is, inevitably, structured in 
part as an “entertainment”, with calculated 
appeals and a pleasing overall design, its 
versions of selfhood depart markedly, in their 
evaluation and tone, their reflective space and 
their depth of perspective, from those now 
familiar through the varieties of reality television.

J. Corner, 2011, ‘49 Up’ in FlowTV. eds. 
Kackman, Binfield et al, ch.10. 

The 7 Up
 series



Sylvania Waters clip from ‘Reality Check’ - 4 Corners, ABC 30th July 2001

• reinvention of talk shows - taboo 
subjects and audience 
participation

• lifestyle programming 
• radio stations and listener 

competitions 
• internet and the webcam
• social ubiquitousness of CCTV 

and home video technologies

see Kerrie Murphy, 2006, TV Land: Australiaʼs Obssesion with 
Reality TV 

key influences/
contexts for
‘reality tv’   



 -The term has its origin in the print 
industry

-‘A format can be used as the basis of 
a new programme, the programme 
manifesting as a series of episodes 
that are sufficiently similar to seem 
like instalments of the same 
programme and sufficiently distinct to 
register as new and different’ (Moran 
2004)

- It is ‘a loose term whose utility is 
embedded in what it permits or 
facilitates’ (Keane 2004)

-see Moran and Keane chapters in 
Television Across Asia: television industries, 
programme formats and globalisation 
(2004), Moran and Keane (eds)

TV format trade 
- another vital 

context

•Recent growth in transnational exchange of 
formats

•Multichannel environment has produced 
pressure for product (need for formats that can 
move across markets)

•A challenge to US hegemony in global TV 
traffic

•Cost-effective ways of filling gaps in local 
production schedules

•Can also often fulfil requirements for local 
production quotas where national regulations/
policy requires this

•Has revitalised local content production



•format trade – organizes and regulates 
the exchange of programme ideas 
between programme producers across 
time and space
•locally produced programmes are still 
likely to attract larger audiences than 
imported ones 
•an already ‘trialled’ programme is less of 
a risk than an untried one 

see Television Across Asia (2004), Moran 
and Keane (eds)

Why adapt a 
format?

Example – an early
 transnational 
format show

Iron Chef:

•1992-2002 Japan
•a very early example of a transnationally 
mobile format show 
•food shows – among the most mobile in terms 
of international appeal (eg, more recently – via 
celebrity chefs like Jamie Oliver)
•this show - a hybrid combination of two 
television genres (the cooking show) and the 
game show (uses generic conventions of a 
sports contest/broadcast)
•high production values
•as part of mobility has different appeal for non-
Japanese audience (campy tone; exoticism?)
•only minimally about education (trying to cook 
these dishes at home)



Iron Chef, ‘ Battle Bamboo Shoot’ [Japan] (1989)

Blog entry

•What are some of the key defining 
features of ‘reality tv’ as a television 
genre?

Your entry must demonstrate some basic academic 
research (links to at least a couple of books and/or book 
chapters and/or journal articles).

Authors who have written on this topic and whom you 
might consult include (but are not limited to):
Su Holmes; D. Jermyn;  L. Ouellette and James Hay; 
John Corner; Frances Bonner; Tania Lewis; Mark 
Andrejevic; Annette Hill; Jane Roscoe.

You can discuss an example of a particular program to 
help articulate these features but your analysis must still 
be clearly supported by reference to the academic work.



Screening

One Born Every Minute, Episode 4

-Eight-part series, Ch. 4, UK 
(screened on SBS in Australia)
-Winner 2010 BAFTA Best Factual 
Series
-Also a US version now

Consider:
•what elements make it a ‘docusoap’?
•type of people if focuses on
•type of camerawork
•narrative organisation and editing
•use of interviews
•voiceover
•use of music


